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He was a projectionist and lived with the joyful feeling that he was a part of the films he showed.

She was a nurse and loved to dance in the evenings.

She was in love with him... from a distance and with not much illusion, with her Picasso head. This was 20 years ago. A lifetime ago.

Prison and chance have finally brought them together again, to the rhythm of Ettore Scola's « A Special Day ».

They are finishing their sentence working by day at the Jeanne d'Arc Boarding school under the scrutiny of Alice, a former prostitute. At night they return to adjoining prison cells.

But hell isn’t Sing Sing as they call it, anymore. Hell is the other people. Graziella and Antoine will be ready to take the darkest gamble in their lives to survive.

**MEHDI CHAREF'S INTERVIEW**

By Anne Ravanello • Making Off

A. R. : What is cinema?

M.C. : One would think it is fiction but it really is real life experiences. Things one has lived through, heard. But after it needs to become fiction again.

It isn’t possible to show things the way they are in real life. My work is to make a film out of these things lived and heard in real life : it needs to become cinema. And so what is cinema ? It’s to make you believe it did not exist. I think.

A.R. : Why do you make films? Why create?

M.C. : In the mountain I come from, we only have tales. Mothers would tell those tales. Fathers wouldn’t. Mothers tell the stories that their own mothers told them.

Those tales taught me how to write and those tales taught me how to watch, how to make images. I’m sure about that.

When I was very young, my mother would tell me stories and I would see the images. I would see the hunchback, the eagle who would take the princess to its nest. I saw very precisely how it would take her not to harm her. He would take her by the neck, and lie her on the back and she would float in the air. This is why I’m often told I write in images. Because I see the image first and then I try to write it.

A. R. For whom do you make films?

I don’t know why I write. I like working with actors. So sometimes I wonder if this isn’t the only reason why I write. When one writes does one think of someone, of touching people ?

In the beginning it’s something personal, a bit egotistic.

A film is a one-man demonstration. It can be pretentious.

A. R. When do you know you have the right take?

M.C. : There’s this moment when you say to yourself : well this seems to be it. You don’t really know. It’s the first time you see the scene with the actor facing you. Why is there this moment when you know you have it ? Why ? It always troubled me. And when the moment comes and you say to yourself « that’s it. I have it » there is this silence all around. And will someone come to me and say « well no » or « why »?

I feel I’m doing my own demonstration on my own. I’m in the middle of the street. I go from Bastille to Republique. And I say what I want to say. My indignations.

You expose yourself. You show everything. When you make a film, you try to rid yourself of yourself.
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